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You Never Know!
By Diane Fitzgerald
You never know when you’ll find something that will
give you an idea, change your life or direct you on a
journey, but you have to be watchful. Being alert for
new or unusual things will keep life exciting because
these things can lead you to do things and may take
you to places you’ve never dreamed of.

I knew that eventually I would have to go to South
Africa to learn more. The opportunity came when I
met Cheryl Cobern-Browne, founder of the Bead
Museum in Glendale, Arizona and who now leads
bead tours to many parts of the world. We discussed a
tour to South Africa and we both became very excited
about the idea. In 2002 we led a group to South Africa.
On this trip we spent time with Zulu beaders and more
new stitches came my way.

I love to write, especially to explain beadwork stitches.
With these new stitches, I proposed a book about Zulu
beadwork to Interweave Press. They agreed to publish
This happened to me several years ago when beads
were still new to me. At a bead show in Chicago and I it. That book, “Zulu Inspired Beadwork,” will be
available in November, 2007. It will contain an intronoticed an unusual beadwork necklace for sale. The
duction to Zulu beadwork, techniques for 20 projects
beads were dusty pink and the necklace was tubular,
but instead of being round, the tube was square. I knew (many have never before been written down) and
photographs of the original Zulu beadwork and a Zulu
it wasn’t made by Native Americans and later learned
ceremony. It will be my fifth book. My other books
it was made by the Zulu people of South Africa. A
include “Beads and Threads: A New Technique for
woman who had traveled to South Africa had brought
Fiber Jewelry,” “ Beading with Brick Stitch,” “Netted
back several pieces of Zulu beadwork to sell. Later, I
Beadwork,” and “The Beaded Garden: Creating
called her and asked her to send me more pieces. She
Flowers with Beads and Thread.” In all of my books, I
sent a boxful and each was so interesting that I kept
strive to write clear instructions with good illustrations
them all because I wanted to learn how they were
and to provide historical or cultural background
made.
information.
I had some experience in taking apart old beadwork to
I also love to teach beadwork and often travel to other
learn its secrets. Horace Goodhue, an author who
countries to teach. Among my most exciting teaching
wrote a small book about Native American beadwork
venues were teaching in Yokohama, Osaka and
stitches, lived nearby and I joined his classes. He not
only taught me about beadwork, but also about respect Nagoya, Japan, teaching a Master Class at the 2007
for other cultures. He shared with me a precious piece Bead & Button Show in Milwaukee, Wisconsin (The
of beadwork that he had found in his mother’s jewelry Jewels of Miriam Haskell) and teaching in England for
box after she died. It had rows of fringes across the top the Bead Society of Great Britain. On these travels I
look for opportunities to go to antique shows to find
and seemed to have been made on a loom. After I
old beads and to study beadmaking. On a trip to the
recreated the technique, I wrote a small booklet about
Czech Republic, I was able to buy an old bead stringit and called it Sea Anemone Beadwork.
ing machine that is now in the museum at the Toho
Company in Hiroshima, Japan.
Now with a box of Zulu beadwork in front of me, I
was ready to explore new stitches. I learned that the
Zulu people are among the most prolific beaders in the The best part of all of my experiences is meeting
people and making friends in many parts of the world.
world and that their stitches, all worked off-loom, are
among the most intriguing. While netted stitches
So, who would think that finding a dusty pink beaded
(brick, peyote and open netting) and loom work are
popular in many parts of the world, many Zulu stitches necklace would lead me on such an adventure! Stay
watchful for new things because you never know what
are done by looping one thread around another thread
you’ll find and where it will lead.
to connect new beads. Each time I took apart another
piece, I carefully wrote instructions and illustrations
about how it was made. This led to my publishing two Please visit Diane’s website at
www.dianefitzgerald.com.
small booklets of Zulu stitches.

